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Wireless universal dimmer - Dimmer flush mounted
500VA FD3 U2E

Schalk
FD3 U2E
FD3U2E9
4046929101332 EAN/GTIN

560,80 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (CHN)

Wireless universal dimmer FD3 U2E Configuration of basic element with complete housing, wireless operating mode, phase control dimming, phase cut dimming, load type
universal and LED retrofit, extension input, light value memory, can be used with button, can be used with motion detector, can be used with presence detector, can be used
with time switch/timer, can be used with radio button, type of installation flush-mounted, material plastic, halogen-free, color gray, RAL number (similar) 7035, transparent, rated
voltage 230 ... 230V, frequency 50 ... 50Hz, control voltage 230 ... 230V, rated power 500 ... 500VA, connection type screw terminal, core cross-section 0.5 ... 2.5mm², device
width 43mm, device height 43mm, device depth 18.5mm, With the electronic radio universal touch dimmer FD3 U2E in the extremely compact socket installation housing,
almost all light sources (LED energy-saving light bulbs , LV halogen lamps with Tronic or wound transformers, HV halogen lamps) which are suitable for leading edge or trailing
edge control are. The correct type of dimming can be recognized automatically or set manually to leading or trailing edge. A special ESL dimming mode also creates an ignition
and warm-up phase for compact fluorescent lamps (energy-saving lamps). The dimmer can be easily operated via the button input and a radio transmitter: short button = switch
on or off, long button = dim up or down. A radio transmitter button can be taught in very easily. No further programming necessary. The activation of the brightness memory,
snooze and soft on/off function, and the adjustment of the minimum brightness are carried out directly via the adjusters. Also available as a variant with special programming
functions (FD3 U2), Compatible products: radio transmitter FS3 series, repeater FV2 R, dimensions: 43x43x18.5mm, 230V AC
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